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OUR MISSION OF QUALITY
SELECT is the biggest supplier of handballs worldwide.
 
We want to produce the best quality handballs within every production method.  
For us, a quality ball is equal to having the best playability, the best durability and the 
most predictable flight and bounce.
 
High quality is essential for SELECT. For this reason, each ball undergoes a stringent 
test at our production plant in Pakistan. Here the balls are tested for stitching, surface, 
roundness, circumference, weight, air retention and colour printing. Even the bladders 
are inflated to ensure perfect balance.
 
We want to have the best, the most developed and the most advanced ball range in 
the market.
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360 DEGREES OF PERFECTION
1. ZERO WING BLADDER

§ Patented and made of high performance natural latex
§ Developed to ensure that not only the ball but also the bladder is as 
 round as possible
§ Inbuilt balance point at the opposite side of the valve hole ensures  
 a perfectly balanced ball with a lively but reliable bounce
 
2. DOUBLE LOCK VALVE
§ Made of rubber material
§ The air must pass through two ”gates” to escape
§ A very airtight system
 
3. LINING
§ The 32 panels are lined with several layers of textile material to stabilise  
 the ball and to ensure that it remains round
§ Helps to adjust the softness as well as the weight of the ball
 
4. FOAM
§ The most important factor regarding the softness of the ball: A layer of  
 neoprene foam placed between the lining and the synthetic leather

§ Maintains its softness and elasticity game after game
§ ULTIMATE is produced using specially developed Shark Skin Foam for an  
 even softer ball
 
5. PU SYNTHETIC LEATHER
§ The surface of the balls consists of an outer layer of ”grippy”  
 polyurethane (PU) with a backside of non-woven polyester fibre
§ Special fibre threads are inlaid in a crisscross fashion to ensure the   
 strength and stability of the material
§ Ensures perfect grip, optimal balance and extreme durability
§ PU is chosen because of its flexibility, abrasion resistance,  
 water resistance and performance in harsh environments
 
6. STITCHING
§	Most of our handballs are hand-stitched
§ The 32 panels are sewn together using 540 double stitches and 60 corner  
 stitches and are closed off (especially for SELECT) with a double knot for  
 a long-lasting ball
§ Only a limited number of stitchers are able to stich handballs, as you  
 need to be specialized in order to handle small compact panels

An optimally round handball consists of 32 panels made up of 12 pentagons and 20 hexagons. Hidden behind the exterior of the balls are six crucial elements:



OFFICIAL EHF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE 
AND EHF EURO 2016 MATCHBALL

The stars of Europe’s top handball competitions will be play-
ing with an official match ball from SELECT when the season 
of 2016/17 begins.
 
The 4-year agreement with EHF includes that SELECT will 
be providing the official match ball for all the top EHF com-
petitions including the VELUX EHF Champions League,  
WOMEN’S EHF Champions League, Men’s and Women’s 
EHF Cup and last but not least the European Champion-
ships for both women and men.
 
A new and exclusive ball design will be presented for each 
competition on an annual basis, and the partnership will offer 
the opportunity for further product development and innova-
tion on the handball market in the coming years.
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 CHAMPIONS LEAGUE REPLICA MEN CHAMPIONS LEAGUE REPLICA WOMEN

HANDBALLS / THE PRO AND CLUB SERIES

EURO 2016 SWEDEN REPLICA

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE MATCH 
MEN
§	Fantastic hand-sewn match ball for the absolute highest level,  
 EHF-APPROVED

§	The official match ball for the MEN’S VELUX EHF  
 Champions League
§	Made of extremely hard-wearing PU synthetic leather material
§	Zero-Wing bladder inside ensures optimal roundness
§	Specially developed Shark Skin Foam gives the ball an  
 extremely soft feel and great fit in the hand
§	Light and lively but in constant balance for no random  
 bounces

Size 3, 2   Item no. 161x8xx203

CHAMPIONS LEAGUE MATCH 
WOMEN
§	Fantastic hand-sewn match ball for the absolute highest level,  
 EHF-APPROVED

§	The official match ball for the WOMEN’S EHF Champions  
 League
§	Made of extremely hard-wearing PU synthetic leather material
§	Zero-Wing bladder inside ensures optimal roundness
§	Specially developed Shark Skin Foam gives the ball an  
 extremely soft feel and great fit in the hand
§	Light and lively but in constant balance for no random  
 bounces

Size 2   Item no. 1611854205

EURO 2016 SWEDEN MATCH
§	Fantastic hand-sewn match ball for the absolute highest level,  
 EHF-APPROVED

§	The official match ball for the WOMEN’S EHF EURO 2016  
 in Sweden
§	Made of extremely hard-wearing PU synthetic leather material
§	Zero-Wing bladder inside ensures optimal roundness
§	Specially developed Shark Skin Foam gives the ball an  
 extremely soft feel and great fit in the hand
§	Light and lively but in constant balance for no random  
 bounces

§	Available from 01.09.2016

Size 3, 2   Item no. 351x85x63x

§	Hand-sewn replica version of the official match ball for the MEN’S VELUX   
 EHF Champions League, EHF-APPROVED
§	Made of soft and hard-wearing PU synthetic leather material
§	Zero-Wing bladder inside ensures optimal roundness
§	Feels really great in the hand - with or without resin
§	A good and soft training ball

Size 3, 2, 1, 0   Item no. 167x8xx203 

§	Hand-sewn replica version of the official match ball for the WOMEN’S EHF  
 Champions League, EHF-APPROVED
§	Made of soft and hard-wearing PU synthetic leather material
§	Zero-Wing bladder inside ensures optimal roundness
§	Feels really great in the hand - with or without resin
§	A good and soft training ball

Size 2, 1, 0   Item no. 167x8xx205 

§	Hand-sewn replica version of the official match ball for the WOMEN’S EHF  
 EURO 2016 in Sweden, EHF-APPROVED
§	Made of soft and hard-wearing PU synthetic leather material
§	Zero-Wing bladder inside ensures optimal roundness
§	Feels really great in the hand - with or without resin
§	A good and soft training ball

§	Available from 01.09.2016

Size 3, 2, 1, 0   Item no. 357x8xx640 

ULTIMATE
§	Fantastic hand-sewn match ball for the absolute highest level,  
 EHF-APPROVED
§	Made of extremely hard-wearing PU synthetic leather  
 material
§	Zero-Wing bladder inside ensures optimal roundness
§	Specially developed Shark Skin Foam gives the ball an  
 extremely soft feel and great fit in the hand
§	Light and lively but in constant balance for no random  
 bounces

Size 3, 2   Item no. 161x8xx250
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HANDBALLS / THE CLUB SERIES

SCORPIO

SOLERA

MATCH SOFT SOLERA

ATTACK MUNDO MUNDO

§	Exclusive, high quality hand-sewn match ball
§	Made of a durable PU synthetic leather material
§	The special surface gives the ball its own unique look
§	Lies amazingly well in the hand - with or without resin

§	EHF-APPROVED

Size 3, 2 

Item no. 161x85x242   

§	Exclusive hand-sewn match and training ball
§	Made of soft and durable PU synthetic leather
§	A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal  
 roundness
§	The ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin

§	EHF-APPROVED

Size 3, 2, 1 

Item no. 162x85x232   

§	Popular, hand-sewn training ball
§	Made of extra soft and durable PU synthetic leather
§	A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal  
 roundness
§	The ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin

§	EHF-APPROVED

Size 3, 2, 1, 0 

Item no. 163x8xx220   

§	Popular, hand-sewn training ball
§	Made of extra soft and durable PU synthetic leather
§	A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures  
 optimal roundness
§	The ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin

§	EHF-APPROVED

Size 3, 2, 1, 0 

Item no. 163x8xx209   

§	Machine-sewn training ball
§	Made of soft and durable PU synthetic leather
§	A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures  
 optimal roundness
§	The ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin

§	EHF-APPROVED

Size 3, 2, 1, 0 

Item no. 168x8xx230   

§	Hand-sewn training ball
§	Made of durable PU synthetic leather
§	A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures  
 optimal roundness
§	The ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin

Size 3, 2, 1, 0 

Item no. 166x8xx323   

§	Hand-sewn training ball
§	Made of durable PU synthetic leather
§	A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures  
 optimal roundness
§	The ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin

Size 3, 2, 1, 0 

Item no. 166x8xx222   
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HANDBALLS / THE CLUB & STREET SERIES

CIRCUIT

GOALCHA STREET HANDBALL

GOALCHA Street Handball can easily 
be squeezed and cuddled and always 
returns to its initial form. 

The ball is filled with synthetic wool 
and needs no air inflation. 

For more information visit 
www.goalcha.com
www.streethandball.org

LIGHT GRIPPY

PHANTOM

Squeezing

Cuddling

Initial style

FUTURE SOFT
§	Hand-sewn, long-lasting children/youngsters ball for match and training
§	Made of soft and comfortable PU synthetic leather
§	A patented Zero- Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness
§	The ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin

Size 2, 1, 0, 00

Item no. 165x8xx464   

§	Hand-sewn children and youngsters ball for match and training
§	Made of a soft, durable rubber material - not suitable for resin
§	Can be used in both the sports arena and on the street thanks to the durable material
§	Inside the ball a patented Zero Wing bladder provides optimum roundness
§	Excellent to handle

Size 1 (large photo), size 0 (small photo)

Item no. 1690850595 (large photo) 1690847522 (small photo) 

§	Hand-sewn children/youngsters ball for match and training
§	A light weight ball made of soft PU synthetic leather
§	A patented Zero-Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness
§	The ball feels really great in the hand - with or without resin

§	EHF-APPROVED

Size 1, 0, 00

Item no. 16907xx240 

§	Hand-sewn training ball for improving shot and grip
§	Heavy and solid for strengthening finger muscles and rehabilitation after injury
§	A patented Zero- Wing bladder inside of the ball ensures optimal roundness

§	EHF-APPROVED

Size and weight: 3 (800 gr.), 2 (500 gr.), 1 (450 gr.)

Item no. 2642858800 (3), 2641854500 (2), 2640850450 (1) 
 

§	Hand-sewn, durable handball for games on all surface types
§	Extremely soft and squeezable - suitable for everyone and teaching children  
 and youngsters
§	Doesn’t hurt to catch - even the smallest hand can throw it
§	The ball cannot be dribbled, so it’s important to pass it on frequently and play  
 as a team

Circumference: 42 cm., 47 cm.

Item no. 359094x641 



SEASON 2015/16



PARIS SAINT-GERMAIN’S CHOICE

SEASON 2015/16
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HANDBALLS / THE SOFT SERIES

KIDS SOFT HANDBALL KIDS SOFT HANDBALL KIDS SOFT HANDBALL

DUO SOFT BEACHDUO SOFT BEACH KIDS IIIKIDS III
§	Games and play on the beach or in the garden
§	Soft rubber handball for games played on sand or grass
§	Suitable for both children and adults 
§	Made from safe materials

Size 2 

Item no. 2723654444   

§	Games and play on the beach or in the garden
§	Soft rubber handball for games played on sand or grass
§	Suitable for both children and adults 
§	Made from safe materials

Size 3 

Item no. 2723758666   

§	Games and play
§	Specially designed handball for children
§	Made from hardened foam 
§	Suitable as a practice ball 
§	Soft, light and durable

§	Made from safe materials

Size 00 

Item no. 2371500969   

§	Games and play
§	Specially designed handball for children
§	Made from hardened foam 
§	Suitable as a practice ball 
§	Soft, light and durable

§	Made from safe materials

Size 0 

Item no. 2371400949   

§	Games and play
§	Soft rubber ball for children and youngsters 
§	Easy to catch and great to throw 

§	Made from safe materials

Size 1 

Item no. 2770250222   

§	Games and play
§	Soft rubber ball for children and youngsters 
§	Easy to catch and great to throw 

§	Made from safe materials

Size 0 

Item no. 2770147444   

§	Games and play
§	Soft rubber ball for children and youngsters 
§	Easy to catch and great to throw 

§	Made from safe materials

Size 00 

Item no. 2770044666   
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RESIN PRODUCTS

PROFCARE RESIN

RESIN REMOVER - LIQUID
§	Effective removal of traditional resin

Item no. 7690000000 100 ml. 

SELECT RESIN

RESIN SPRAY
§	Traditional resin for handballs, spray

Item no. 7610000000 100 ml.  

RESIN REMOVER

RESIN WASHHANDBALL CLEANER

§	Strong adhesive power specially designed for use with SELECT handballs
§	Creamy and has a softer and longer finish between hand and ball
§	Provides excellent grip and a feeling of the ball gliding smoothly from the hand
§	Allergy-friendly and much easier to use and remove than other types of resins  
 and pollutes significantly less
§	Used by many top clubs and national teams
§	Recommended and approved by IHF

§	A special floor cleaner product is available from Lundtek - www.lundtek.dk

Item no. 7021000000 100 ml.

Item no. 7026000000 200 ml.

Item no. 7031000000 500 ml.

§	Strong adhesive power specially designed for use with SELECT handballs
§	Sticks quicker than PROFCARE RESIN, and is suited to harder balls
§	Used at absolute top level
§	Approved by IHF

Item no. 7620000000 100 ml. 
Item no. 7630000000 500 ml.

§	Effective removal of all types of resin
§	Gentle on the hands
§	Creamy consistency

Item no. 7690275410 500 ml.

§	New and innovative gel for cleaning all kinds of handballs for resin
§	Cleaning will not damage the ball
§	Smear the gel on the ball and after 2-5 hours rinse the ball with warm water -  
 and the ball is clean

Item no. 7690400000 100 ml. 
Item no. 7690500000 500 ml.

§	Especially developed for removal of resin stains on clothes
§	Very effective
§	Only removes resin and neither the colour of the clothes nor  
 the print
§	Can also be used on handballs

Item no. 7690300000 1000 ml. 



Ball size Circumference Weight

00 41-43 cm 190 - 230 g.

0 47-49 cm 225 - 300 g.

1 50-52 cm 290 - 330 g.

2 54-56 cm 325 - 375 g.

3 58-60 cm 425 - 475 g.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
BEFORE EVERY INFLATION

Drip 1-2 drops of oil in the valve hole at each inflation.

STORAGE

Keep the ball at reduced pressure in a dry, ventilated room at 20-25°C.

HANDBALL INFLATION GUIDE

1. Preparation
During the winter months, we recommend storing the ball at room temperature 
(20 - 25°C) at least 24 hours before the first inflation to ensure the softness, 
roundness and grip of the ball.

2. Valve oil
Drip 1-2 drops of valve oil into the valve hole. It is important to use valve oil at 
every inflation, so the valve closes more tight.

3. Inflation
Place the valve hole facing up and insert the pump needle into the valve hole. 
Always use a long needle to avoid damaging the valve or bladder.

4. Air pressure
§ International rules recommend 0.5 bar of pressure - however, some players   
 prefer lower pressure
§ Inflate the ball slowly to ensure the shape of the ball
§ Use a pressure gauge to control the ball pressure

WHAT TO DO IN CASE OF RAPID AIR LOSS

If your ball loses much air within 1-2 days, the cause may be dirt in the valve - or 
drying of the valve, so the valve does not close tight. Normally, this can be fixed 
by dripping 1-2 drops of valve oil into the valve hole and then by rotating the 
pump needle gently in the valve. Any dirt is removed and the valve is softened 
and closes tight.

RESIN CLEANING WITH MACHINE

Please note the following when using machine for cleaning resin off handballs:
§ The machine MUST be preheated before use (so the brushes are soft)
§ The brushes MUST be cleaned regularly (so they do not become too short  
 and stiff)

If this is not done, the brushes may damage the outer material of the ball.

RESIN CLEANING WITHOUT MACHINE

Use SELECT handball cleaner. Shake before use and apply the gel on the ball. 
After two - five hours, depending on the amount of resin, rinse the ball with 
warm water - and the resin is gone. 

See video instructions online: www.select-sport.com



As the world’s largest producer of handballs, it makes sense that SELECT is the official ball supplier to a wide range of associations, leagues and clubs around the world. 
EHF has recently chosen SELECT as official match ball supplier to all their tournaments – including the Champions League and the European Championships. The top ball, 
ULTIMATE, is the official match ball in France, Montenegro, Iceland and Norway and it is used by many of the teams in the strong leagues in Germany, Denmark, Poland 
and Hungary. SELECT is also supplier to the national teams of Russia, Portugal, the Czech Republic and has been the Danish national team’s preferred ball brand for over 
50 years.

SPONSORSHIPS IN THE WORLD OF HANDBALL

R2-22/04/13

valise logo quadrichromie - PSG HANDBALL

PSG

Cyan

Noir

Magenta Jaune

Recommandation 
de la taille minimale : 

L 13,6 mm

ATTENTION ! INFORMATIONS TECHNIQUES 
Le logo contient des e�ets : en cas de réduction ou d'augmentation, 

véri�er que le �chier vectoriel soit bien en 800 ppp (MENU > EFFET > PARAMETRES DES EFFETS DE PIXELLISATION DU DOCUMENT > 800 PPP)
 et que l'option "Mise à l'échelle des contours et des e�ets" (pop-up de la fenêtre Transformation) soit cochée.

Sinon utilisez les �chiers tif, jpg ou png selon les besoins. 
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SELECT SPORT A/S · Fabriksparken 46 · DK-2600 Glostrup
Telephone +45 43 96 96 66 · E-mail select@select.dk

www.select-sport.com

MOMENTS FROM AN EXTRAORDINARY HISTORY
1947   Eigil Nielsen develops his first handstitched ball and SELECT is established

1965 Eigil Nielsen develops his first handball

1970 SELECT presents a handball with zigzag panels which gives a better grip

1972   SELECT presents the world’s first 32-panel handball

1985 SELECT presents a handball made of “prima coupon” which is the best leather from the cow and it secures perfect roundness

1990 SELECT presents the first PU (synthetic leather) handball

2005   SELECT appointed official World Championship and Olympic Games ball supplier by the International Handball Federation, IHF

2016   SELECT appointed official EHF Champions League, EHF Cup and European Championship ball supplier by the European Handball Federation, EHF

SELECT presents a handball with zig-
zag panels which gives a better grip

1970
SELECT presents the world’s first 32-
panel handball

1972
Eigil Nielsen develops his first handball

1965
SELECT presents a handball made 
of “prima coupon” which is the best 
leather from the cow and which  
secures perfect roundness

1985
SELECT presents the first PU (synthetic 
leather) handball

1990
SELECT appointed official World 
Championship and Olympic Games 
ball supplier by the Internations Hand-
ball Federation, IHF

2005
SELECT presents the official handball 
for the Men’s EHF Champions League

2016


